"I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to subcontract AAA
OSHA Training & Safety Consultants, Inc. as my on-site Safety Director
for a project Daw Tech was awarded in New York. The project was on
the campus of SUNY Polytechnic University. The consultant on our site
operated in a completely professional manner for our company helping
keep our perfect safety record intact.
The scope of work AAA OSHA Training & Safety Consultants, Inc.
performed for Daw Tech on the SUNY Polytechnic site are listed below:
Upfront organization of necessary paperwork required by both the GC
and Daw Tech.
Dissemination of forms, PTP’s, SBO’s, JHA’s, Tool box talks, etc. to
the men on a daily and/or weekly basis to be completed, documented
and returned to the required person(s) and files for record keeping.
AAA’s Safety Director led morning stretch and flex for our crew along
with Daw Tech supervision, getting a quick look at the men just to make
sure they were ready to work. Assignment of safety tools, i.e. body
harness’, lanyards, tie off points etc. based on the task that personnel had
been assigned. AAA also inspected all of the safety equipment regularly,

sometimes daily if necessary, and kept running spreadsheets of
inspections both for our company record and those that the GC required
to be forwarded to them.
On the site all day watching and helping anyone that needed advice or
assistance. We operated in a congested area requiring many eyes to
coordinate productive movement of men, equipment and material
without any close calls, professional eyes watching workers to watch out
for each other.
Our site, SUNY Polytechnic, was paperwork heavy. AAA had a
significant role keeping all of our paperwork up to date. From date of
hire every employee of Daw Tech had to provide/maintain and/or update
specific training requirements. With AAA’s professional knowledge of
the requirement and my staffs training and experience this process went
very smoothly.
My staff also used AAA to assist in creation of Job Hazard Analysis
(JHA) paper work. JHA’s are a coordinated effort between supervision
who has the responsibility to get the work done and safety who’s
responsibility is provide any training and equipment to insure our
workers safety. This always had a positive outcome due to the input
from all.
In closing I would absolutely hope to use AAA OSHA Training &
Safety Consultants, Inc. on future projects and would certainly
recommend them to any contractor that would care to inquire."
Rick Michael

Senior Construction Manager/Project Manager
(801) 549-8138

